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Abstract
T h i s paper addresses the issue of determining the
blocked non-overlapped multiprocessor schedule of optimal blocking factor for signal processing programs
expressed as synchronous dataflow (SDF) graphs.
The main result of this paper is a graph-theoretic churucterization of the behavior of the critical path in the precedence graph of blocking factor J as J is increased. We
show that the asymptotic behavior is cyclic in the following sense: there exist constants T and p such that the
critical path in the precedence graph of blocking factor
J + p has weight given by
C P ( J + p ) = CP(J) + P A
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Figure 1. An HSDF graph

presence of one initial token on arc
by a “D’ near the arc.

(C,A 1) is indicated

DSP programs are non-terminating in nature since they
operate on infinite streams and produce infinite streams. It

is well known that a fundamental upper bound on the
throughput achievable in an HSDF graph G is given by
the inverse of the maximum cycle mean:

(EQ1)

where h is the maximum cycle mean in the original graph,
ana‘ p is an integer computable from the graph.
where A is the set of all directed cycles in the graph, E ( 2)
is the total computation time of the nodes on cycle I , and
D (1) is the total number of delays on cycle 1 . A cycle that
achieves this maximum is called a critical cycle. A schedule for an HSDF graph is rate-optimal if the iterationperiod for the schedule is equal to the maximum cycle
mean (also called the iteration-period bound). The maximum cycle mean for the graph in figure 1 is 35 .The quantity A$ can be found in polynomial time using Karps
dynamic programming algorithm [141.

1. Introduction
Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) [2] is a subset of dataflow
[6] that has proven to be an elegant model for expressing
signal processing programs. In the SDF model. the program is represented as a graph where the nodes represent
computations and the arcs represent communication channels and precedence constraints. Each actor produces and
consumes a fixed number of tokens on each firing, and
these numbers are known at compile time. In this paper,
we use the homogenous SDF (HSDF) model; in HSDF
graphs, each actor produces and consumes one token on
each firing. HSDF is not a limitation since any SDF gaph
can be converted to an HSDF graph [21. There is also a
parameter on each arc that denotes the number of initial
tokens present on that arc. In addition, we assume that
each node v has a fixed execution time given by t (v) .An
example of an HSDF graph appears in figure 1, where the

From the HSDF graph, we can construct an acyclic precedence gruph (APG)of blocking factor one. This is the
graph obtained by deleting all arcs that have one or more
delays on them from the original graph. The APG for the
graph in figure la is shown in figure 2. Notice that the
APG shows only the intra-iteration precedences between
the nodes.
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Define the weight of a path in the AF’G to be the sum of
the execution times of the constituent nodes. Consider the
following strategy for constructing a multiprocessor
schedule for an HSDF graph. Instead of using the precedence relations specified by the HSDF graph, we will use
only the precedences specified by the APG for constructing the schedule. Each node in the APG will be invoked
once in the schedule and will be assigned to some processor. Once each processor has finished its tasks, it waits
until all other processor5 have finished their tasks, and
then executes its tasks again for the next iteration. This
implies that we use some form of barrier synchronization
between successive iterations. The first invocation of a
node U can only occur if all of its predecessor nodes in the
APG have been invoked once. Hence, the total length of
the schedule (defined as the maximum of the finishing
times for each processor for all of its tasks for one iteration) must be at least equal to the largest-weight path in the
APG, the critical path. A multiprocessor schedule of th~s
type is called a blocked, non-overlapped schedule of
hlockrng fmctor 1. It is non-overlapped because the n“I
iteration can only occur after every node has been h o k e d
from the n - I‘h iteration
Since a blocked schedule of blocking factor 1 does not
exploit rnter-iferation parallelism. it is useful to schedule
the graph over several iterations. A blocked schedule of
blocXing fucfor I consists of a schedule for the HSDF
graph unfoldm‘ J times. Unfolding a graph .I times means
considering J successive iterations of the graph. The .I unfolded precedence graph consists of .I copies of the
APG, and some additional arcs. A node U in the i‘” copy
of the AI’G, and a node Y in the I ‘ ~ copy of the APG,
where > I , are connected by an arc in the .I -unfolded
precedence graph if there is an arc ( U . v ) in the original
graph having j - r delays The J-unfolded precedence
~ c factor
graph can also be referred to as the A P G ~ f h k king
.I. In this paper. we will use the term ‘‘APG”
for the APG
of blocking factor 1, and the term “J-unfolded graph”
interchangeably with the term ‘ ‘ K i of blocking factor .I
for the I -unfolded precedence graph. Once a J -blocking
factor schedule is constructed, it is repeated forever to get
a .I -periodic schedule. Again, barrier synchronization is
asrumed between successive blocks of the .I
-blocking factor schedule.
”

It is of interest tl, determine what the optimal value of .I
should be in ordcr to construct rate-optimal schedules. For
example, the cn tical path in the graph in figure 1 is the
path A 1 -+ A2 + B , and this path has a weight of 4
(recall that the execution times of nodes A , B,C were I ,2,
and 3 respectively). Hence, no schedule (of blocking factor I) for this g a p h can have an iteration period of less
than 4. The acyclic precedence graph for a blocking factor
of 2 (or, equivalently, the 2-unfolded graph) is shown in
figure 3(a). It c a i be verified that the weight of the critical
path in this graph is 7. Hence, a schedule can be constructed that has an iteration period of 7. Since two iterations of the original graph occur in 7 time units. the
iteration period achieved is 7/2=3.5. Therefore. a bloclung
factor of 2 is optimal for this graph since it is theoretically
possible to consimct a blocked, rate-optimal schedule. A
rate-optimal schedule using two proces5ors is shown in
figure 3(b).
When the blocktmd schedule is implemented, it is not necessary that w e actually use barrier synchronization; the
assumption is necessary only for analytical tractability. It
has been shown in [IS] that if the blocked schedule is
implemented in a self-timed manner (where the interprocessor communication points (sends and receives) are the
only points of synchronization), then some improvement
in throughput can result as the schedule unfolds. However,
this improvement depends on the particular schedule that
is constructed, and there may not be an improvement for
some schedules. of course, there is no improvement if the
original blocked schedule (assuming barrier synchronization) is rate-optiinal. Assuming barrier synchronization to
determine the throughput achievable (by calculating the
critical path) gives a worst-case estimate for the actual
performance of :my blocked schedule.

While ovctrlappr d schedules [31[41(where every iteration
is overlapped with the previous one, enabling full exploin
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The longest two-ax path from node 1 to node 1 has weight
max (-2 - 2 , l - 1) = 0 . The matrix notation Ak allows
us to compactly write down the maximum weight paths of
Figure 4. A graph, and its criticalgraph

tation of inter-iteration parallelism) that meet the throughput bound can always be constructed for HSDF graphs if
there are no resource constraints. therehas been little work
so far for constructing these schedules under processor
and communication constraints. In contrast, there are
many heuristics that are able to construct good non-overlapped schedules when these constraints are present [71[121. Hence. a practical reason for studying blocked, nonoverlapped schedules is to get upper bounds on the performance we can expect when we use these heuristics. In
[13], an algorithm is given that systematically increases
the blocking factor until the critical path in the unfolded
graph is less than some required iteration period. This
paper studies the dynamics of increasing the blocking factor in a theoretical framework, and is thus complementary
to the results reported in 1131.

2. Max Algebra Formulation
Max-plus algebra is an algebra where maximization is the
addition operation and addition is the multiplication operation [5]. Max-plus addition will be denotec by (3 and
max-plus multiplication will be denoted by Qp .Thus,
5 (3 2 = 5 and 5 Q 2 = 7. The additive identity in this
algebra is -eo, denoted by E , and the multiplicative identity is 0 .

To see how the algebra is relevant to graphs, consider
matrices in max-plus. Let A be an N x N matrix with
entries in 9l U {--eo} . There is an associated graph with
N nodes, called the graph of A , where A ( i , j ) is the
weight of the edge ( i , j ) in the graph, If A (i, j) = E ,
then there is no arc between i and j . Conversely, any
weighted, directed graph with real-valued weights can be
represented by a matrix in max-plus. We use the notation
G, to denote the graph of a matrix A .

length k between any two nodes in G, . We can write
down an expressionfor the matrix with maximum weight
paths between any pair of nodes. It is given by the matrix
A+ - A @A2 @ A 3 @A4 (33 . .. @ A N - @ . . .

This series converges only if there are no positive weight
cycles in the graph (if there were, we would get paths of
arbitrarily large weight by traversing positive weight
cycles). Hence, if there are no positive weight cycles, the
series can be truncated at N - 1 ,where N is the numbex
of nodes, since any path of length greater than N has to
traverse a cycle, and the cycle cannot increase the weight.
Notice that the implied computation in equation 3 is actually the dynamic programming algorithm for findins the
all-pairs longest paths in a graph.

2.1

HSDF graphs in Max-plus

We will assume that the HSDF graph is strongly connected; the case where it isn't requires a slightly more
involved model and analysis, and can be found in [ 13.
HSDF graphs can have arcs with delays; hence we need a
way of modeling this. For reasons explained in [ll. we
only allow 0 or 1 delays to exist on arcs. The case where
more than 1 delay exists on an arc can be modelled easily
by adding extra nodes [l]. Also, the nodes in an HSDF
graph have weights that represent execution times; we
need a way of modelling this. Tne delays can be modeled
as follows: let the edge set E in a homogenous graph
G = (V, E) be partitioned as E=E, U E, where Ei is
the set of edges having i delays. Let matrices A,,, A , be
defined where a matrix Ai represents the HSDF graph
(V, E i ) . Notice that (V, Eo) the graph corresponding to
the matrix A,, is the AF'G defined earlier.

.

The a s in the graph can be weighted by assigning to each
outgoing arc from a node U the weight t (U) , the executiontimeofnodeu.

An entry in the matrix AL ,where the matrix multiplication is done using max-plus operators, represents the long-

Matrix products can be used to find largest weight paths of
various types. The entry ( i , j ) in the matrix product
AoAl, for instance. represents the largest weight two-arc
path between i and j with the first arc being a zero-delay
arc and the second being a one-delay arc. This is evident
when we write down the expression for the entry:

est two-arc path between the corresponding nodes. For
example, let
A =

(EQ3)

!;I[

This represents the graph shown in figure 4 (a). We have
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the graph is strongly connected since the critical path in
G c J ) must end a i a node in the last copy of the graph
( V , E,,) . Hence, the maximum element of C (J) will
always from thc matrix A ~ , A JJ.
,

Define

[

where E is the max-plus identity matrix with zeros along
the diagonal and E elsewhere. An entry ( i , j ) , i f i , in
A i o corresponds to the weight of the largest weight path
between nodes i and j in G To see this. recall that the
A0
series in equation 3 could be truncated at N - 1 if there
were no cycles in G,. Here. A. represents the APF.
which is acyclic by definition. Since an entry ( r J ) in A 0
represents the maximum weight over all paths of length k
between I and I in the APG, the maximum over
I
I < X < N - 1 of the A ( ) gives the maximum weight Over
all paths between 1 and It follows that the largest element of the matrix A i o is the critical path in the APG.
The inclusion of the identity matrix E m equabon 4 means
that A i o ( I , I ) = 0 Vr This is done to ensure that paths
where the first arc is a delay arc will be representable by
appropriate matrix products For example, the matrix
product A,&A represents maximum weight paths where
the last arc 111 the path is an arc with one delay. We could
have a case where the maximum weight path between a
pair of nodes consists of only one arc. and that arc is a
delay arc. If equation 4 did not have E in the maximization, we would not be able to represent this case.

Defme B = A i o / ' , .

Note that the mab ix B , d e h e d in equation, corresponds
to a graph G, = ( V , E') where V is the set of nodes
from the original graph, and ( U , w ) E E' if€ there is a path
in the original graph C from U to v with the last arc in
the path being a unit delay arc. The weight of the edge is
the maximum of the weights of all such paths.

2.2

Properties of the GBgraph

Denote the maxinkum cycle mean in the graph of matrix
B , G, = ( V . E) . by A,, and denote the maximum cycle
:1
mean for the HSDF graph C as.

Definition 2: The maximum cycle mean for the graph of
matrix B ,G, ,is defined as

where A is the set of circuits, T ( I ) is the sum of the
weights of the arc s on circuit I , and 111 is the number of
nodes in circuit I .

Consider now the J -unfolded graph of G ,denoted G ( J ) .
Recall that G(') consists of J copies of the graph
( V , Eo) and some addhond arcs. We will refer to the i f h
as U'. There is an arc
copy of a node U E CA in G
( u ~ , v [ +i n~G) ( I ) ifdkdonlyif ( U , V I E E , .

Definition 3: A iaaximal strongly connected subgraph
(m.s.c.s) S of G IS a strongly connected subgraph of G
such that there is 110other strongly connected component
that properly contains S .

Definition 1: The term ma.x { A } , where A is a matrix. is
defined to be the maximum element of A .

The following leamas are useful for proving theorem 2,
and the proofs may be found in 111.

Define C (.I) to be an N x N matrix, where N is the number of nodes in the original HSDF graph, containing the
largest weight paths in G (1' . This means that an entry
( i , j ) in C ( . I ) is the maximum weight of all paths
between nodes i and j having .I -- 1 delays or fewer in the
original HSDF graph.

Lemma 1: If G is strongly connected, then G, is connected.

Lemma 2: Let V , E V be the set of nodes having at least
one input delay arc. If C is strongly connected. then G,
has only one m.s.c.s. and the node set of the m.s.c.s is V d .

Theorem 1: [ll

Lemma 3: A, = h g . where C is the HSDF; graph.

J

Henceforth, we denote the maximum cycle mean by A .

(EQ 5 )

k=O
Since we are only interested in the behavior of the critical
path (the maximum element of C (J)), we can ignore all
of the lower order terms in the summation in equation 5 if
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such d is called the cyclicity ofmatrix A and A is said to
be d -cyclic.

3. Cyclicity of B
J

We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of B as J
goes to infinity because we are interested in the maximum
element of C (J) , the critical path. Since 5 has positive
weight cycles, this will be ill-defined since every entry
goes to infinity in the limit. Therefore, we normalize 5 by
subtracting h from each entry. In max-plus notation, this
is represented as k l B (recall that max-algebra has a multiplicative inverse, namely subtraction). The actual weight
in BJ can be gotten from the formula AJ (A- 8)J .Hem,
every cycle in X-'B has non-positive weight with the critical cycles having 0 weights.

For the graph in figure 4, the first few powers of matrix A
are given by

A=

J

= Jh+man{(h-'B) J }

=

:]

[I:

Now we state the main result in the paper, namely, the
cyclicity of B .

where we have abused notation by combining normal
algebra and max-algebra; the term J h uses normal multiplication while the second term uses max-algebraic operations. Define

Theorem 2: 111 If the HSDF graph G is strongly conne ted. then B is p -cyclic, where p is the cyclicity of
E
G (5).

J

M,(J)

= [03 :],A3

and we see that V m 1 2 , Am + = A m . Of course, it is
also true that b " > 2 , A m + d= A m where d = 2 k ,
k = 1 , 2 , 3, .. . ;we pick the least such d , which is 2, and
A is 2-cyclic.

Since we are interested in the critical path of the J unfolded graph, we are interested in the quantity

c p ( J ) = max { c(1)1 = max {xJ(h - l B ) 1

[I; :],A2

Therefore, we get that

= m a n ( ( h - ~ s )1

CP(J+p) = max(C(J+p))
Therefore, the iteration period for the J -unfolded graph,
T ( J ) ,isgivenby T ( J ) = C P ( J ) / f = A + M , ( J ) / J .
Lf M, ( J ) * 0.then J is not a rate-oprimal blocking factor
since T ( J ) > A .
The following definitions appIy to generic, weighted
digraphs [51:

Exumple I :The HSDF graph. the graph G, , and the critical graph are depicted in figure5. From the critical graph,
we see that the cyclicity is 6. Through simulation, T tuns
aut to be 8. The critical path has no transient and is cyclic
with cyclicity 3 as shown by

Definition 4: The critical graph of a graph G , denoted
Gc , is a graph consisting of those nodes and arcs of G
that belong to some critical circuit of G . This graph pays a
key role in the asymptotic analysis of 6'.

Definition 5: The cyclicity of an m.s.c.s is the greatest
common divisor (gcd) of the lengths of all its circuits. The
cyclicity of a graph G is the least "man multiple (Icm)
of the cyclicities of all its m.s.c.s's.

M,(1)

= 8,M,(2) = 5 , M , ( 3 ) =

M5(4) = 8 , M , ( 5 ) = S.M,(6)

4

=4

The iteration period is thus

Figure 4(b) shows the critical graph for the graph in 4(a).
The cyclicity of the only m.s.c.s in the critical graph is 2;
therefore, the cyclicity of the critical graph is 2.
Definition 6: [5] A matrix A is said to be cyclic if there
exist d and T such that b" > T, Am
= A m .The least
+
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h+8/f
h+5/J

J = 1,4,7..

A+4/J

J = 3,6,9,.

J = 2,5.8,.
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